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ABSTRACT 
The lunar-probe tracking program at the Jet Propul-
sion Laboratory has two prime objectives: (1) provide real-
time predictions of the direction of the probe from various 
observation stations; (2) est aLlish a reli abl e traj ector), 
corresponding to the actual flight path of the probe. The 
tracking program, although developed for use with lunar 
probes, can be used for interplanetary probes if certain 
modi fications are made. 
The program, as developed for the IBM 704 digital 
computer, has two distinct phases. First, the equations of 
motion and the vari ational equations are integrated to each 
observation time where the elements of the equation Au = b 
are computed The second phase is concerned with the 
solution of a specified subset of Au == b. 
Flexibility and ease of operation have been major 
obj ectives in writing the 704 program. The number of data 
points and tracking stations that may be used is limited 
only by computing time and core storage. Input formats and 
operating instructions are presented for utilizing the various 
computational options available in the program. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The lunar-probe-tracking program of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory UPU has been 
developed using the maximum likelihood approach for correction of estimated values of the 
parameters defining the coasting trajectory. The correction of the estimate is obtained by 
correlatin-g predicted values of certain quantities with. the corresponding observed values. 
The track ing program. has two prime obj ectives: (I) provide real-time predictions of the 
direction of the probe from various observation stations in order that the antennas may acquire 
the signals being transmitted; (2) establish a reliable trajectory corresponding to the actual 
flight path of the probe. 
The tracking program currently available at the IBM 704 digital-computer installation at 
JPL was developed for use with lunar probes. Although this tracking program can be used for 
interplanetary probes, certai~ modifications should be made to account for approximations which, 
though appropriate for flight paths of short duration, are unsuitable for interplanetary flights. 
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II. THEORETICAL BASIS FOR THE PROGRAM 
The tracking program is assumed to be effective during the coasting portion of the flight. 
The parameters chosen to define the calculated trajectory are the injection conditions 
at time to' where 
R =0 distance from center of Earth, meters 
cP =0 geocentric latitude (positive north) 
e =0 longitude from Greenwich (measured east) 
v =0 magnitude of velocity relative to Earth, m/sec 
'1 5 elevation angle of velocity relative to Earth (positive up from 
the local geocentric horizontal) 
G =0 azimuth angle of velocity relative to Earth (measured clockwise 
from north in local geocentric horizontal as viewed looking 
toward the center of the Earth) 
at Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) t. (The time is actually measured in seconds from some reference 
time t re £.) 
It is assumed that the following quantities can be observed from the ith observation 
station: 
.*** f*** *** *** 0:**, *** rj 'j 'Yj ,Gj " a j (2) 
Poge 2 
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)*"'* E the effect of station aberrations have been included 
'i E distance from ith station to probe 
fi E doppler signal from probe at ith station 
'Yi E local elevation angle of probe relative to ith station 
(geocentric horizontal) 
a i E local azimuth angle of probe relative to ith station 
(geocen tric horizontal) 
OJ E local declination of probe relative to ith station 
a j E local hour angle of probe relative to ith station 
It is convenient to introduce the notation Fik to designate the kth type of observation from the 
ith obser~ation station: 
F i3 *** E 'Yi 
Fi4 E a.*** , 
The quantity of the kth type which is actually observed from the ith observation station at time 
tj will be denoted by Fr. which will differ {rom the true value of the observable Fjk by the 
observational error efk; therefore, 
(3) 
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It is assumed that the observational error consists of t ..... o parts, 
h Eik ' f d b' d ik, d f I d' 'b ' w cre J IS a constant, re erre to as a las, an Ej IS a ran om error rom a norma Istn utlon 
with mean zero and standard deviation ojk, Thus, 
where 
1\ 'k F'o 
J 
F~k + E~k 
J J 
Identity (6) might be written more completely as 
F look ( 'k J q l' Q2' .. , , q6) + £1 
whcre 
qI :; RO 
q2 :; ¢O 
qa - eO 
q4 - Vo 
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From identity (7), it is evident that 
£ or I = 1, 2, ... , 6. 
If q~r) (I = 1, 2, ... ,6) represents the rth estimate of the injection conditions 0), and if 
Eikr represents the rth estimate of the bias Eik, then 
f.~k = (~~k _ Fikr) _ 
I I j 
6 
I 
aF~kr 
I ~ (r) ~Eikr 
oql - 0 - .. , (9) 
1=1 
where 
"'Fikr _ "'Fik [q (r) q(r) q(r) Eikr) j = j 1'2""'6' 
The assumptions made thus far on f.}k imply the frequency' function 
[ 
I (fit -FY')2] 
---- exp --
/2rrcr.ik 2 cr. ik 
I 1 
1 
(10) 
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In setting up the likelihood [unction for the set of random observational errors {~k} 
{ "'k} associated with a set of observations Fj" two additional assumptions have been made: 
1. The errors cjk are independent with regard to time as well as to observational 
type ancl observation station. 
2, The standard deviations a/k are not known, but for fixed i and k. the ratio of 
any two ~£ the ~ik is known; therefore 
where w~k is known, may be written. 
J 
O"ik 
w~k 
J 
With these assumptions, the likelihood function associated with a set of observations 
lI'k {FI, } has the form 
J 
where the products and the summations on j are understood to take place only on values of j 
corresponding to times tj at which observations of the kth type have been made from the ith 
station. The number Nik is the number of observations of the kth type from the ith observation 
station. 
(I]) 
In addition, it is assumed that there is a frequency function. associated with Ihe injection 
conditions and with the biases Eik, of the (orm 
2 t (q~r) -q7 
1=1 0" 
ql 
~ (Eikr - Eik)2] 
2 '. k 0" 'k E' 
1 (I3) 
where O"q and 0" ik are a priori estimates, based on engineering knowledge, of the standard 
I E 'k deviations of q[ and E' from their nominal values. 
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TIie resulting likelihood function L is merely the product of functions (12) and (13). The 
maximization of L with respect to the differences, 8q}r) and 8Eikr, leads to a set of nonlinear 
equations in these differences. The numerical solution of the nonlinear system is obtained by 
linearizing, replacing q 1 - q~r) and Eik _ Eikr by q~r + 1) _ q~r) and Eik (r + 1) _ Elkr, 
respectively, and iterating until the linear system converges. The inclusion of the function (13) 
as a factor improves the conditioning of the linear system and, thus, accelerates convergence. 
The a priori estimates of the standard deviations enter in as reciprocal squares; therefore, 
setting the reci procal squares to zero in the linear system corresponds to deletion of factor (I 3). 
The tacit assumptions in any application using the procedure of iterating on the linear 
system to solve the nonlinear system are: 
1. The initial estimate of the injection conditions and the biases must he 
sufficiently close to the maximum likelihood estimate of the injection 
conditions and biases. 
2. Sufficient data to determine the solutions must be used • 
Page 7 
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III. THE SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS 
The system of equations resulting from linearization of the maximum likelihood equations 
may be written in the matrix .form 
Au b (14) 
where the column matrix is partitioned 
.. (-::~ (Is) 
., 1, 2, ... ,6 
s == 7, 8, 9, •••. 
The sequence on s represents some well ordering of the biases £ik. The elements of u, then, nre 
(16) 
The corresponding elements of the column matrix b £Ire 
(17) 
and the elements of the symmetric matrix A are given by 
Page 8 
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t r{ 1 f [(w!,) , of!kr OF"'] } , AZm J J 1m 
oqm + (aqt)2 ik (aikr)'2 oq[ 
1 L ~vjky 
of!kr 
Alt 
J 
(aikr ) 2 i oql 
(18) 
where bpq is Kronecker's delta, and 
/, m = 1, 2, ... , 6 
s, t == 7,8,9, .... 
• 
The quantity a ikr is the rth estimate of a ik and is given by 
(19) 
In addition to a ikr, it is also desirable to have the quantity a· ikr, defined by 
1 
] 2 (20) 
where 
wc(-~~-) 
6,'E,k 
(21) 
is the solution to the matrix equation 
Bw == c (22) 
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with the elements of the 7 x 7 symmetric matrix 8 given by 
(wj"r 
of.ikr of.ikr 
8 1m I ] ] 
i oQI oqm 
( w;k)2 of!kr Bn I J (23) 
j oq, 
B77 == I (w;"Y 
i 
and the elements of c given by 
I (wJ"Y of!''r (~ik _ ~ikr) Cl ..::..:....L-j oql 
(24) 
• 
c 7 L (w}ky (~jk _ ~k') 
i 
The quantity (j "'ikr serves as a measure of the noise on the data of the corresponding type. 
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IV. THE ITERATIVE PROCEDURE 
At the beginning of the detemlination of the (r + 1)st estimate of the injection conditions 
qZ([ = 1,2, ... ,6) and the biases Eik, it is necessary to have the set of observations {~~k} and 
~ • J 
the rth estimate of qz and E' . 
As corrections may not be made to the estimates of all injection conditions or estimates 
of biases, those which are to be corrected must be specified in order that the elements of column 
matrices (15) and (21) corresponding to those injection conditions and biases not being corrected 
may be set equal to zero, and the order of the matrix equations (Eqs. 14 and 22) may be cor-
respondingly reduced. In the remainder of this Section of the Report, it is assumed that the 
reduced 6ystem~ are being used when any reference is made to Eqs. (14) and (22). It should be 
added that, for simplification of the machine programming, biases are corrected for only one 
observation station at a time. Thus, the system of Eq. (14) is, at most, of 12th order. 
The following steps indicate the iterative procedure, although they do not describe the 
sequence actually programmed for the computer. : 
'" (1) Calculate the set of Frr 
(2) Calculate a ikr from Eq. (19) 
(3) Calculate the set of 
aF~kr 
J 
(4) Form the coefficients of Au", b 
(5) Solve Au = b for q~r+ n _ q~r) and Eik (r+ 1) - Eikr, where any difference 
not explicitly solved for is assumed to be zero. 
(6) Calculate 
~ (cofactor of A pp )/(determinant of A) (25) 
for p = 1, 2, ... 
(7) Form the coefficients of Bw = c 
(8) Solve Bw :: c for t:lql and t:/Eik, where any quantity not explicity solved 
for is assumed to be zero 
(9) Calculate a" ikr from Eq. (20) 
Page 11 
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(10) Replace q~r) and E ikr by q~r+1) and Eik (r+1). respectively. and repeat the 
procedure. 
One of the options available at the end of each iteration is that of predicting the value of 
one of the observables at some later time t/Jo' The prediction is accomplished by calculating 
F""ik (r+1) = F""ikf,(q(r+1) q(r+}) q(r+1) Eik (r+}) t ] /Jo -/Jo~1'2 •• .. ·6· '/Jo 
as well as the quantity 
1 
Dr]: .... Dlfr 
2 
[ "F~k("ll [ "F~k("1l 
dql dq6 
(referred to as the "standard deviation of the prediction"). where p indicates the particular 
member of (25) corresponding to the choice of i and k. 
(26) 
""k Another of the available options is that of putting the F;' observations to the test of a 
rejection procedure; the observation is rejected if 
(28) 
uik 
where the denominator is inserted as an external constant for each data type, and K is a pre-
"'k 
scribed constant. Additional observations may be added to the original set of F;' in conjunction 
with this procedure. 
"" The method of calculating Ftr and oFjkr/ oQl is discussed in the following Section. 
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V. CALCULATED VALUES OF THE OBSERVABLES AND PARTIALS 
The quantities Err and the partial deviatives aF{'''laQI are obtained numerically as a 
result of integrating a system of differential equations. This system may be divided into two 
parts: 0) an independent system which leads to the quantities Fjkr, and (2) a system dependent 
on the solution of the independent system and leading to the partial derviatives aF;kr laQ l' Both 
systems are integrated numerically relative to a rectangular coordinate system; transformations 
from the rth estimate of injection conditions (1) to the injection conditions 
x(r) y(r) z(r) ~r) y(r) i(r) 
0' 0' 0' 0' 0' 0 
are made by using the following equations at time to: 
x = R cos ¢ cos 8 
y = R cos ¢ sin 8 
z '" R sin ¢ 
x = v sin y cos ¢ cos 8 - v cos y sin 8 sin (T - v cos y sin ¢ cos 8 cos (T 
y = v sin y cos ¢ sin 8 + v cos y cos 8 sin (T - v cos y sin ¢ sin 8 cos (T 
! = v sin y sin ¢ + v cos y cos ¢ cos (T 
e = [8 + GIlA n (t)] mod 217 
(29) 
(30) 
(31) 
where GIlA Q (t) is the Greenwich Hour Angle of the first point of Aries (Le., vernal equinox) at 
time t, 
x == R cos ¢ cos e 
}' = R cos ¢ sin e 
z = z 
Page 13 
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x == (f - cur) 
l~ == (x - cur) 
cos 
Sin 
[GIlA n (t)] - (y + cux) 
[GilA n (t)] + (y + wx) 
sin 
COS 
i == z 
where w is the angular rate of the Earth's rotation. 
It is convenient to introduce the notation 
Xi ~ X X\O) = 
X2 = Ji X~O) := 
.\'3 ~ Z x(O) = 3 .-
X4 = X X~O) = 
X5 ;; Y X(O) .:.. 5 '" 
X6 ~ i yeO) _ '6 == 
[GilA n (t») 
[GIlA n (t») 
x(r) 
0 
y(r) 
0 
Z(r) 
° 
X(r) 
0 
}~(r) 
0 
i(r) 
0 
The aforementioned independent system of differential equations may tllen be written 
with initial conditions 
X X(o) 
p p at t == to 
for r == 1, 2, ... , 6. 
The dependent system of differential equations then may be written 
d [ axp J 
--- ----- =-
dt ax(O) 
q 
Page 14 
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with initial conditions 
8 pq 
for p. q = 1, 2, ",,6, where 8 is Kronecker's delta. pq 
at t = to 
It is noted that the unknowns being solved for in Eq. (35) are the partial derivatives 
[ax/ax~ol 
The functions Ip are given explicitly in the prior terminology by 
where 
g) 
g2 = 
II = X 
12 = y' 
13 = i 
Ja2 
1 +-
R2 
Ja2 1 + _ 
R2 
[
Z - z(n) + z(n] 
r3 R3 
n n 
~ _ SZ') + Da' (63Z' _ 42Z' + ~ 
R2 7R4 R4 R2 
~ _ SZ') + Da' (63Z' _ 70Z' + 
. R2 7R4 R4 R2 
15) 
(36) 
(37) 
Page 15 
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where 
rn 
p 
'n 
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1 
{[X _ X(n)] 2 + [y _ y(n)] 2 + [z _ z(n)] 2}2 
1 
{[X(n)] 2 + [y(n)] 2 + [Z(n)] 2}2 
a is the Earth's equatorial radius, 
J and D are the Earth's coupling constants, 
KE is the product of the universal gravitational constant and the mass of the Earth, KE = GAlE' 
Kn is the product of the universal gravitational constant and the mass of the nth body whose 
potential is being taken into account, Kn =- GMn, and X(n), y(n), z(n) are the rectangular 
coordinates of the nth body at time t • 
For the system of Eq. (35), it is assumed that the terms associated with J and D may be 
omitted, and that the explicit formulas used for the partial derivatives of the f are obtained by p 
setting gl '" g2 '= 1 in Eq. (36) and performing the respective differentiations with respect to 
X, Y, Z, X, }', i. The following examples are typical of the twelve formulas which do not yield 
zero: 
-= 1 
ax 
, {I 3 (x _ x(n)J 2} L Kn ------
,3 5 
n 'n n 
.. _= 
ay 
Page 16 
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(The remaining eight nonvanishing formulas are permutations of these four.) 
The values used for dFjkr /dqz are obtained from 
dF~kr 
J 
6 
L 
m,p 
dF~kr dXp dX~) 
~---­
axp dX~) aql 
(38) 
It is assumed that, so far as the partial derivatives dFjkr Idql are concerned, one can use the 
calculated values of the partial derivatives of the functions f1k which are not corrected for 
station aberrations or atmosphere. With this assumption, analytical formulas can be given for 
aF.ikr lax and for ax(D) laql' These formulas are given explicitly in App. A. The middle factor J p m 
in each term of the right side of Eq. (38) is given by tIle numerical solution of system (35) at 
time ti' 
The transformations from the numerical solution of system (34) at time t i to Ffkr are 
made as follows: 
Then, 
The location of the ith observation station is given by 
,. == 
I 
I 
[ 2 2 2 2 ex - x.) + (y - y.) + (z - z.) ] 
I I I 
'j 
I I I I I I 
'Yj = arc sin 
[
(x - x.) x. + (y - y.) y. + (z - z.) z.] 
Rj'j 
'Y,. == I 
R i'; cos 'Yi 
(39) 
(40) 
(41) 
(42) 
(43) 
(44) 
Page 17 
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The value of a j is given by 
(45) 
where, using principal values in the range 0 S. a/ :5. 77, 
a.
' I 
s in_¢_i _c_o_s _e_i _-_<_Y_-_Y_i)_sl_'n_¢_oj ~~_n_el_' _+_<_z _-_z_i)_C~_S _¢_i] 
'j cos "j 
(46) 
Also, 
. 
x sin <Pj cos Gj -t y sin ¢j sin t3j - ~ cos ¢j + cos a j ("j cos "j - 'j "j SIO ;) 
a. = ------ ---------. I 
8. "" arcsin [(z - z.)/,.] 
I I I 
a. '-= (G. - e.) mod 277 
I I I 
where, using values from the range 0 :5. ej < 27f 
(Ambiguities are resolved by observing the signs of numerator and denominator.) 
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I 
(y - y.) x - (x - x.) .y I I . 
(7) 
(48) 
(49) 
(50) 
(51) 
(52) 
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The values of 8j and a j may also be computed from the values of 'Yj and (Tj by using the 
formulas 
u 
- cos 'i sin (T. sin O. - cos Yi cos (T. sin 1i cos OJ + sin )':. cos ¢. cos e. x I I I I I I 
U cos )':. sin (T. cos 0. - cos Yi cos (T. Sin ¢. sin 0" + sin Yi cos ¢j sin e. y I , , I , I I 
U cos 'Yj cos (T. cos ¢j + sin 'Yj sin ¢j z I 
where, using values from the range 0 .:s. a/ < 277 
(Ambiguities are resolved by observing the signs of numerator and denominator.) 
The angles Yj , (Ti' aj' 8j are subjected to a number of corrections: 
1. The following correction is made for refraction: 
)':. + ~ "'. ()':., R) 
I '" 
if 0 S. 'Yj .:s. 15 deg 
= y. of N. cot )':. 
I I I if 15 deg < Yi ~ 90 deg 
* (T. = a. I , 
The basis for this correction is given in App. B. The increment 6..Yj is a 
function of 'Yi , the elevation angle, and R, the probe's distance from the 
center of the Earth. The form suggested for 'Y. > 15 deg is a result of 
I 
fitting the numerical results. 
The corresponding values ofS; and a; are found by applying 
* * formulas (53) through (58) to y. and a .. 
I I 
(53) 
(54) 
(55) 
(56) 
(57) 
(58) 
(59) 
Page 19 
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2. The {ollowilig correction is made for the bubble vertical deviation from the 
radial vertical: 
** [ sin .. '" (oi - 0) ] 'j arc sin 'j sin " + cos 'j cos 'I cos 
'" '" 
-(: -Y}' '" sin a. cos 'j ,. sin al , I 
.. oj< 
aj arc tan 
* * 
-(; -Y}i' '" cos a. cos 'j 'j cos al , 
where the elevation angle and azimuth angle of the bubble vertical at the 
ith sta~ion (relative to the geocentric horizontal) are given by 'I and al · 
The second equation of (60) is obtained by using the small angle approximations 
sin 'I == 1 
cos
2 'I '", 0 
(60) 
in [(' "'. "'.... • ) . ... ? '" ] 
",,,,' sm a j sm 'I cos 'j -sm 'j sm al cos 'I sm '1- cos 'i cos al cos- 'II sm (al - a j ) 
a j '" arc tan 
* .... . * 
cos a j cos 'j SIO I[ - sm 'Ii cos a, cos 'II 
(the exact formula). The ambiguity in the second equation of (60) is resolved by choosing that 
value of a; which differs the least {rom ai. 
It is assumed that the bubble vertical deviation occurs only with observations made 
using a radio telescope having an azimuth·elevation angle mounting; therefore, no corresponding 
changes are made in 13; and a;. 
Finally, bore-sight corrections are made: 
Page 20 
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*** ** AYi y. Yi + I 
*** ** flai a. a. + I I 
8:** * fl 8i 8j + I 
(61) 
**'" * + fla j a. a. I I 
where fl-X., fla., fl8., fla. are simply additive constants which must be provided. 
I I I I 
The quantity ft"'* is assumed to be a linear function of ;i' the coefficients depending on 
the frequency transmitted as well as the manner in which the circuits are built for determining the 
doppler shift in frequency. 
"'** The fonnula presently being used for fi has the form 
fco 
fco + B j + Gj + -rj 
ft*'" c -------- - F. I 
where 
fco is the transmitted frequency, cps. 
B i' G i' F j are reference frequencies for the ith station, cps. 
Aj is a multiplicative factor in the circuitry used at the ith station. 
c is the velocity of ligh t in a vacuum. 
Currently, no correction in ;j is made for the effects of refraction. The coefficient of ;j in the 
linear function must also m'ultiply the partial derivative of rt"'* in order to obtain the partial 
"''''* derivative of fi • The range rj is treated in a simi liar manner. 
. "''''''' "''''''' *** *"'* It is assumed that the time derivatives of Yj • a j • 8j ,and ai are the same as 
those of Yi' aj' 8j , and a j • The values 'of these time derivatives are useful in determining 
tracking rates required of the observing instruments. 
(62) 
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.. VI. AUXILIARY OUTPUT FROM THE PROGRAM 
A number of quantities are calculated as auxiliary outputs of the program. 
The transformations for obtaining 
R, cj:, t?, P, y, u (63) 
at time t from 
X, }', Z, X, }', Z (61) 
are given by 
-
R ~ (X~ r:? ~ ;-:2) 2 (65) 
• 
( IZ,~ ) cP --= arc sin (66) 
G = arc tan (-2: ) 
,\ 
(67) 
(Ambiguities nrc resolved by ohserving the signs of numerator anel denominator.) 
tJ = [G - GIlA n (I) ] mod 27T (68) 
. 
x = (X I W}') cos [GilA n (t)] .. O' - u\.\') sin [GilA 0. (t)] 
(X t u.'},) Sin [GilA n (t)] of O' - CLJ.\') cos [GilA n (t) 1 
(69) 
t' (70) 
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'Y '-0 nrc sin (
XX + yy -I ZZ ) 
----------
Rt, 
(7I) 
o = 0' if (- x sin f) 1 f cos t)):: 0 
21T - 0-' if (- :i sin 0 -I :f cos m < 0 (7~) 
where, using principal values in the range 0 ~ 0' < 1T 
0' arc cos [(- x sin cP cos e - J sin ¢ sin (-} • ! cos cP)/v cos y] 
A number of the auxiliary quantities calculated are related to the attitude of the probe. 
The equations of motion (Eq. 34) nre those of the center of mass only, and their solution gives 
no information regarding the attitude. Although it is conceivable that dynamic equutions may be 
added which would account for the calculation of the attitude of the probe at any time, the 
, current assumption is that the attitude is known in tems of a unit vector'c in the direction of the 
probe Ilxis. 
The following quantities arc also available us output from the program: 
(74) 
where C I' C2, C3 are the components of; in the X, Y, Z, system and where -) ;, Rip means the 
angle between .; and the vector from the ith station to the probe, 
(75) 
-. 
where Rpn is the vector from the probe to the Tlth body whose potential is included, 
(76) 
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., . 
wherc R is d.e "ector from the l't'nter (If t'le Earth to thc probe, 
I 
.. 
I' I I' I 
n n' 
{[,\'(nl] 2. [l'(nl] 2. (i(n)1:?) 2 (77) 
where the time derivativcs on tIle rif!;ht are obtained from differencing ephemeris data for the nth 
body, 
I 
... ... 
1,1'-1' 
n' 
. 
[r_r(n)]2 [i - z(nl] 2F (713) 
-'10 -" 
whe'rt' V - T'n is tile' "elocity of the probe rclative to the nth body 
_" -'10 
.) n R f'n' n s 
{ 
[x(n) _ xl [x _.\ (n)] I [r(n) _ }'] [}'. _ } (n)] 
~ s 
. arc ('us _. - .... - .. _.. . . - -- .... .. . .. - . 
., 
r I l' I n I' \ns 
(BO) 
." .,. 
where Rpn and Rns are. respel'li\'ely. the vectors from the probc to the 11th bocly and from the nth 
hody to the Sun, 
., 
.) U L' 
c.1l 
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c.p 
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(81) 
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f _.. " 
whf'!'!' U L' ,md U t' af(' tllf' vecturs from the Cf'lltcr of the Earth to the nth hody nnd the proLe. 
r.11 r.r 
rt'spt'ct i\'ely. 
'. . 
.) R if" ai • 
-.. - .. 
.... llere a. and R. ar(' th(' v('ctors from the ilh station to the proLe and to the Sun, respcctiv('lr. 
11' IS 
and 
I 
r "" {r X '. . \ ( n)] 2 ~ [}' _ y( n)] 2 t [/, _ z( n)] 2} 2 
n 
(84) 
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VII. THE IBM 704 COMPUTER PROGRAM 
As mechanized for the 704 dfgital computer, the tracking program can be considered as 
having two distinct phases. In the first phase, the equations of motion and the variational 
equations are integrated to each observation time where the elements of Eq. (11) are computed 
and stored. The second phase is concerned with the solution of a specified subset of Eq. (14). 
Figures 1 to 3 present block diagrams of the procedure. 
The normal mode of operation is the iterative procedure where Eq. (14) is generated, 
solved, and the corrections are added to the prior estimate of the probe's injection coordinates. 
For increased flexibility, several alternatives are under operator control during tJds sequence of 
operations. The major options are as follows: 
Page 26 
l. The composition of Eq. (]·O may be specified as to (a) number of stations and data 
types to include (b) order of the matrix (c) weightin~ of the data types. 
2. TIle data can be ignored if they fall 3";;ik or more outside the predicted value. (a) 
Data which fail the test are left out on subsequent iterations except that (b) all datd 
may be re-examined at any time • 
3. Pointing predictions for the ,trackin~ stations may be obtained at specified times 
using the latest values of the prohe's injection coordinates. The "standard deviations 
of the predictions" may be computed. 
/I.'k '"v,,, ' 'k 
4. During any iteration, the Fj , Fj' and the partial derivatives uF; iJq[ may be 
printed off-lin!'. 
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INJECTION CONDITIONS 
Ro tVo .4>0. 80 ' Yo' eTo 
,~ 
TRANSFORM TO 
Xo. Yo. ZOo Xo' YO' Z 0 
... 
, 
INTEGRATE EOUATIONS OF MOTION AND 
PERTURBATION EOUATIONS FORWARD 
l...o TRACKING 
DATA 
• 
, 
AT OBSERVATION TIMES COMPUTE lj* 
AND FORM THE ELEMENTS OF 8 AND c 
" 
NO HAS ALL DATA BEEN PROCESSED 7 
YES 
1 
FORM THE EQUATION Au : b AND SOLVE FOR u 
. 
1 
ADD u TO PREVIOUS ESTIMATE OF INJECTION CONDITIONS 
Fig. l. The Basic Computer Program 
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~ 
DETERMINE WHICH STATION SENT THE Fik AND 
COMPUTE F'k FOR THAT STATION 
" 
CORRECT FOR ALL ABERRATION AND BIAS 
TO OBTAIN' THE lik 
" 
3 ~ ik REJECTION SUBROUTI NE 
" 
COMPUTE THE NECESSARY PARTIAL DERIVATIVES 
AND FORM THE ELEMENTS OF MATRIX 8 AND c 
AT TIME " 
, 
ADD THESE ELEMENTS (PERFORM SUMMATION OVER 
I) TO THE PREVIOUS VALUES ON DRUM I AND 
RETURN UPDATED VALUES TO THE DRUM 
" 
Fig. 2. Procedure at Data Times 
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t 
~ 
SET ELEMENTS OF MATRICES A AND b = 0 
SET i: I 
~+ 
GET THE SETS OF EOUATIONS 
Bw=c FOR THE ifh STATION 
FROM DRUM I 
'f ! SET K: I I 
.- NO 
DOES DATA CONTROL WORD SAY USE K .... K+II TYPE Fik? r 
YES 
SOLVE Bw = c AND COMPUTE .,.It It 
~ 
• 
ADD ELEMENTS OF BAND c TO A AND 
b RESPECTIVELY 
~ NO 
liS K2 6 1 
YES 
PRINT STATION NAME, cr it, 
.,.*Ik, £i~ N''Ir 
NO 
1/+;+1 1 1 HAVE ALL STATIONS BEEN USED? 
YES 
USE MATRIX CONTROL WORD TO REDUCE 
Au: b TO SPECIFIED SUBSET 
+ 
SOLVE FOR AND PRINT OUT SPECIFIED 
up uz' ---AND CORRESPONDING Op 
, 
Fig. 3. Generation cmd Solution of the ~onnul Equations 
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VIII. INTERNAL PROGRAM CONTROL 
The inpllt required br the program during any tracking operation mar be divided into COllr 
~rollps: 
u. An estimate of the injection coordinates 
h. Data from tracking stations 
c. Internal constants 
d. Internal pro~ram control 
Groups a. h, and care deCined by listing all the pertinent quantities in Sec. IX on input format. 
The group d input is used primarily to I'lpecify the order and ('omposition of the ma trix 
equation (Eq. 14). In forming this equation, the program must ask the following questions: 
a. What data did the ith I'ltation send? 
b. Wh icll data types are to be used? 
('. What subset of Eq. (1,1) is to be solvr,d? 
Th" control words to answer these questions are termed format ('antral, data rontrol, and matrix 
control respertivf'ly. 
A. Forma1 Control 
The first word on each tracking data ('ard is assumed to he the station identification 
number i. The format controlll1ust identiCy the rest of dIe data on the cards. It should be noted 
that these control words are fixed in the sense that they are determined solelv by the data senl 
from the tracking stations. The format control is an octal number associated with each tracking 
station of the form CCCCCCC()()OOt-.. The C digits specify tile type of data and the'" specifies 
tIle amount. The first digit corresponds to the second word on the data card {rememhering that the 
first word is n, the second digit corresponds to the Ulird word, etc. The amount, N, is the number 
of C digits used. The following tnbulation gives the possihle dnta types: 
Poge 30 
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C Dott! type 
0 data condition 
I time It ) 
J "'1 
2 slant range (J:! ) 
II,,, 
:3 frc1jucn cy (FI~) 
.~ . ~,3 e I evat IOn (l- ) 
,) , ( 'li-l) al.lmuth f 
1\ " 
G declination (F' ') 
-
",~ 
, hour a(J~k ([-I ') 
The datu condition is a digit un the data card indi(,lting th£. quality of thr observations, 
The prl'~'1'am kleCt'pto,; onl~' data .... ith <I "ero datn (onciition. Thf' minimurt1 inf,lrrnation that n card 
may contain iA i, ti' and on£' observation. The maximum is i and the ejght quantitit's above. 
B. Data Control 
The situation may occur in which the olH'rator desires to ornit a particular data t~'pe 
('ven tllOup:h it appeared on the data cardA, hi ord('r to accol1lplish this, another list of control 
\\ "rds is kept h} th e pr0l!l'ilm to sp£'cif) the data tvpes to be used in t-:q. (1 1l, 
Thc' data control words ure octalllurt1IH'rs having tht' form tllI,IUARAnA!?,l!; where ('ac l 
pair In represents a station. Six stations rna~ be spf'l'ifi£'d b~' lHIt' word: til!' I(·ft pair AR iF 
.Issociulc·d \\ Ith station I, the right 'pair \\ ith stHtinn 6. 
digit A digit R 
('Ievat ion hour angle 
frr1juen c:y 2 dl"\'!innti\)n 2 
slant ranp:(' ·l Ilzimuth 4 
In ordt'r to dt'termin(' .. 1 and n. ,Hid thr' numbers l'orresponding to the d,ltn tvpe desired. 
For ('xampl£': in 1:1j. (I.P. USI' on 1\' ;.Iallt range, fr('qllcnn. hour Iln~le. and df'clination from 
,:;tation 2. Th£' data control word \\oulll be 006:WOOOOOM. 
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C. Matrix Control 
Thus fllr. only the Iypc of datu has hl'PIl sp("('ifit'd. '11,t' or.\rr of Fq. (],O lIlust also bt~ 
'h ') 
cnter("d ll!' must till' choice o'f \\("ighting factors 1 or I ; (".1 ),,1. This is <lC'('omplislll'd b~ onE' 
control word which is ('onstructE't1 as follows: If bit 2 equals J, set ,> iii I. If the program is 
to o.;olve for II bias from the it" station, i must be ('ntered in the de('remcnt of the control word. 
The right-most 12 !'it .. I,f the n((dress are used to specify whit'l, qU<lotitit'o.; art' to Ilf' ",(lIVed for. 
Billlumbt'r Solve for correction to: 
2,~ () 
.In 
:!,S 
'I) 
~() 
(I 
:27 1'0 
211 
'0 
2() 
'0 
:I() bias HI r 
I 
:11 bias III ! i 
:1:2 J, i .1" III I 
:3:1 bias in ':i 
:1,1 bins III J. 
I :l., bias in 1. 
1 
" .. i The control word is ch('cb·d for the Iwo ullowablt' cases, 
I. dct'rC'rTl!'nt 0, on!' or mort· of th(" bits :10-35 0 
2. dc('('ernent 0, hits 30- :\S 0 
'0i1c . The prol!ram \\ ill stop on a divi(le ('heck if it is aAkt .. d to solve for 11 hias in un r which 
either did nol lIppl'ar in the trackin~ data or was omittt'd by means of the data control wore!' 
D. The Rejection Sigmas 
A tahlp of -:;il. if-; J..(·pt by Ih<' program for Ihe' purpose of rej{'C'ling bad datu points. During 
" , "=;1. . . •• :".ik '\ik I. --I. 
WI\,' It('ratlon, the Ilbse~nallOn ,., wlil not be U!H·d. b\' sense SWitch (JlltlOn, If ", .. ", ,> 3(,.1 . 
, ' l-
In order to consl'rv(' storagf' the :;ik is parkf·d in a psrudo-f1oating point Corm. thrre per word. '\s 
a station is al\nWE'd six types of I)bst'rvations, two words per stlltioll are r(·quireti. The two words 
are d('cimal nurnh(·rs of the forn' f.':txF:l.XExx. I:'xxl->txF,t:I. , wh~r{' each triplet f;xx represents a 
::;iA and the nrder. left to right, is elevation, frequency,slant range, hour angle. dedination. and 
IIlimllth. The decimal poinl is (IsslItnrd lit the ri~ht of Xt nnd r: is the {''(ponent plus five: e.g .. 
HIS 15000., S] 5 15 .. 1 J I . 0011. If the rt'jection option is being used and II triplet 
F.... O. it is inl<'fpreted liS an instruction to kf'ep that datil t"p{'. I1f'IICt', I'Pjection 1:jigmasnpcd 
be (,lIterNj nnl\' for the datu types which arc f-luspeeted of ('ontailling bad points. 
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IX. GENERAL INPUT 
The input subroutine used by thr program is :\Tl.\' P 1. which will accept d,lta in the 
standard SAP form. E:nch card has n l()cation field. an operation fil'ld. and a variable field. Thl' 
location field. if necdrd. must contain the decimal address of the first \\orll of ddta on the card. 
The operation field must contain IICD. DEC. aCT. or TRA spl"cifyin[.! lieD infonnation. decimnl 
data. octal data. or a tronRfer. Floating point information is rCl"ognized by a d<'Cimal point or the 
letter E denoting multiplication by n power of !OJ e.g., 1.88 .. 188f.'l ": 18.8E - 1. As with SAP, 
if data are to bl" stored sequentially in con', more than one word of data may be put on a card, each 
word being separated by a comma. A blank in the variable fit·ld indicntes that infonnation to the 
right of the blan!.. is II comment and is not to be used. 
A. Format 
111r following tabulation gin's till" locution and form of input clata needed by the prop-am. 
;\11 nEe infomultion is in floating point decimal Conn unlt·ss tIll' idt·ntifying symbol is followed 
by nn asterisk. in which event the infonnntion is 11 decimal integer. All stortll'e locations ilrc 
referred to br their symbolic locations. though decimal uddrrsses mllst npp('nr Oil the rards. A 
decimal symbol table is provided with the program listing. 
The following dimensional units lire lIsf"d throughout the program: 
length. meters 
velocitv, m St·c 
Imgles. de~ 
anftulnr rates. deg'hr 
frequellcy. cps 
LOCATION OPERATION 
FIELD FIELD 
columns 1-6 8- 11 
In Ill.' (: f) 1'1) In , /I/:'C l'll 
CUOl'!' I 
RI 
· 
') orc . ... to 
i:\ ;\ /J/:'C 
"0 
In 4 /}f,'C 
'0 
Rl 
· 
S OFC :Tn In 
· 
6 /IF(.' 
'co In , , /J U: , 
cO 111 B m;c f' 
VARIABLE 
FIELD 
12-72 
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LOCATION OPERATION VARIABLE 
FIELD FIELD FIELD 
col urnn s 1·6 8- 11 12·72 
GflOt'P 2 (none) flU, I~, /)*, t', ri , l" 'I' i'i' " i' / 
fi1 Gn(HlP :~ IU - i m:r H / " 1'1111 m.e ¢, 
T/lfT:1I 
--
/JEe " / 
(,'/ - i !JEC ,1/ 2 
.'II . i fJ/J' , ',i 2 
RRI .. IS .. 1 {)U: \ r, f'i I 3 
/ Ei2 Fnr·1S f)/:'C :\ r ~ :1 
'1 r i :l r)/(; i /l/:,C 
.\ ,'I 3 
[)fS i fI{:,C ,\ ("/ r Ei4 3 
Oil! .- i ore :\ i\ '" Hi;' :~ 
IJ/A o. i /J 1·:(; 
.\ :J i - F io 3 
·1St .'U - urc Ai 4 
RS£. RI nu: fi , ,~ 
·CSlBI '- i /Jf:C C'. ·1 
FSLBI i /)L(.' /.< 4 , 
/IOU, I - i !l (.'fJ lxxxxxx 
1I0U.'2 flCf) hxxxxx 
. , n:un !lU: ,. ) ('0 
t > ,>,1 
» 
'lOS Of-.(: 
"" 
.~ (;1101'1'1 CU/lEIr'J) .- ocr r;ccr.ccC()OO() \ 
! f)J'}flt: OCT :I fI II R A R .,1 n .. l fi .. l R , 
." j RUSI<; 2(1 J) /If(: t:.-.:xFuEn *. l:.u./:~xF:t:'l;~ S 
.",_J 
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In the prt·ceding tabulation, the numbered input is not needed under the following 
I. Spin Rxis orientation is im~aterilll 
2. No station misalignment (nominnl values "'I -' 90., :'1 0 should be 
entered) 
:1. Th~~re arc 110 constant hiases to bc subtracted from the data 
4. The frequency computation is immuterial 
5. The rpjectirlO option is not used 
In group 1. to is a lO-digit decimal number giving G'1T of injection. The word in pairs of 
digits is month, day, hour. minutes find seconds: e.g., O1l3051648 is Jnnuary 13, 511, 16m. 48s. 
In group 2. D is the data condition and t is the G\1T of the observation; t is II 6-digit numher 
giving hours. minutes, and seconds. III ord!"r to specify the day of the )'('nr, the number of da)'s 
since 0 hI' January I. 1959 must he punched in ('olumns 70 through 72 on thc first (,flrd of each 
day's datil. As it readb the trncking data. ;'''}'/f\'Pl is modifiecl in ordt'r that this number is not 
interprf!lt:cI as a comment. It should be recalled thnt by means of the fomlnt control the funount of 
data following the i Oil f'ach group 2 card is flexible and the datn may be in any order. In group 3. 
the two lieD words are the first and last 6 letters of the station nlunc. nnd m is the number of 
stations. 
B. The Input Deck 
All input from groups 1 <lnt! 4 (and group 3, if it was not written on the program tape) is 
st(\(,~f'd to~~ther and followed by the rard TRA 3. t This cnrd is f()lIowed by all the group 2 data. 
1 
Although the program sorts the group 2 data, with respert to time. in groups of 15 cnrds, 
the 0p('ralor should take ('are that the data cards are not s~ri()uslr out of time sequence. The 
group 2 cards are written on tape 2 as soon as the)' have been read. Thes!' cards nre rend only 
onCt', unless tht' operntor dt'cidcs to merge IIdditional data with pr('viousl~' read cards. In this 
('\'t'n t, til e operator \, ill h ave to mergt' th e cards and start 0 vcr. Oth er th an con si derntions of 
computilll! time, th('f(' is no limit on the number of group 2 cards that may be entered. 
The group 2 input pro('edurf' if; illustrated in Fig. 4. 
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READ-IN 15 DATA CARDS 
d, 
USE THE STATION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER 
ON THE CARDS AND THE FORMAT CONTROL 
WORDS TO DETERMINE WHAT INFORMATION 
APPEARS WHERE ON THE CARD 
, 
ARRANGE THE DATA FROM EACH CARD IN 
THE ORDER r,. f,. Y, • a', I 8 j. 0, 
\ IF ANY CARD CONTAINS A TIME SMALLER 
THAN THE LAST TIME ON THE DATA 
TAPE DO NOT USE THE DATA 
SORT THE DATA'WITH RESPECT TO TIME 
11P 
WRITE THE DATA RECEIVED ON CARDS ON 
THE DATA TAPE 
~ 
Fi~. 4. TranReription of Duta Card 10 Dala Tap!' 
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X. MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION 
A. The Prediction Option 
If sense switch 6 is d(mn. tilt> program wiil integrate past the lust group :2 time and print 
the normal output at intervals spet'ificd by tb· operator, The prediction timcs may be specified in 
tine uf two \\'I\~'s: 
PREDT DEC I'. ,\t. n or PREnT. [lEe 1'/, ~/. /1 
",hf're t'. /\ t. Il art" f1oatin~ point nurnbcl's, an,1 t" is a decimal inte~t,r. 
In the first Cllse, t' is the numbel' of ~e('()nds bq'ond thf" last group 2 f;anl. ht is the 
print intf'rval in seconds, and n is the number of prediction points. In the second ('ose, t" is thE' 
(~\IT of th{, first prediction with the :same fonn as to in the group I curds: /;',f and II menn the 
samp as in thE' first cnsc. "iominal \ aluE's of 900.,!., 1. are currently llssE'mbled, This instructs 
the pr0f,:wm tn make onE' prt·dil'lion 15 min after the last WHUp 2 card. If sensc switch 2 is down 
<ll<ln~ with sen",,- sv.itch 6. Lq. (27) is E'\'alunted and printed out at l'ach prt'dietion lime, 
B. The Use of the Sense Switches 
In tht' fol\owinp; tabulntion. sens(' !mitrh 2 is aclditionullr tE'sted as the pr(lgram i" 
loaded in corp for on-line (down) or off-linE' output. Output is uSIHIIl~' tdh'n on-line as the 
operator must makt' decisions such as which clota to use ..... h('n to rejeet bad points. and whether 
or not c()nvt'rgt'nce has ot'cured, 
no operution 
2 stop to enter matrix 
control word 
3 no opPrlltiol1 
.~ nn Opl'rllt inn 
S all data on tape 2 
6 no opt'ration 
Down 
u. select carll reader to read data while 
prOWUlll is running 
b. if put do\\(\ at '.SI ; 2 stop. program 
returns to /.,lil l:.:l after solution of 
Eq, (14) 
a. if matrix c:ontrnl word" O. do not stop 
h. if SS!r6 d\l\\'n. dr) standard IlI'viations 
of the predictions. 
. l~ll. f':i" I prl n t . I ' i . un ( 
more tral'kin,.: dala in earcl rt'ad.·r 
prt·(l! ct 
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Sense switch 1 is tc!';ted at cat'h integration step and merely selects the card reuder, 
which is used to read in con~tants or control words which the operator may' wish to change. Sense 
switches 3 and 4 ure tested lit each observation timf', Sense l'witrhes 2, 5, and 6 urc testcd 
after the finnl observation is read from the datn tape.' Sense switch 5 should be up if there is no 
tracking data in th(' card rt!ader. 
c. Program Halts and Error Indications 
1. Error stops (shoulci rlut ocrlJr). 
Locution 
IN l' • 3760 
NSTP - 5 
I.OOKn - I 
n 2 ,7 
STAHl' , 2 
Descri ption 
illegal operation in data card 
out of range decimal dutll 
illegal punch in dlltn card 
check sum error 011 tape 5 after :~ tries 
time out of rnn~e of ephemerides. chec~ input 
time out of range of ephemerides. check input 
check sum error on tape 1. rewrito program tapE' 
E~)F return for car;l reader. input error if in 
track ing. mode. 
2. Error inciirations. If Ii 5-cligit n\llTlber appears on·line in columns 1 to 5. the octnl 
IOClltion of an error return is indi cated. These ul'uully occur in the output transformations and do 
not afft'ct the program: e.g .. if 'Y " 90 (h·~. tJ is nnt defined and will giv(' an error return. If 
there is a cht·ck sum error in readin~ the data tape, CIlECK Sl.l\\ r:nnOH O:'l' DATA TAPE: will 
be printed on·line. 
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3. Normal stops. 
Location 
START - 3 
LS l + 2 
TS4 
D. Restart Feature 
Technical Report No. 32·7 
Occurs after program deck or tape is 
loaded. If tracking, hit Start. If run-
n ing single traj ectory enter S, 1. 2 
in MQ, hit Start. 
I':nter matri x ('ontrol word in J!(J. If 
SSW lis down, progfllm will return to 
this location to solve a different 
matrix. If the control word is 2NO or 
illegal. the program will remain at 
this stop. 
Program stops here after a prediction. 
If further iteration is desired. put . 
SSII' 6 up and hi t Start. 
If the matrix A is ill-conditioned, the solution may he meaningless. The initialcondi-
tions from the previous itelation are saved; thus, if meaningless corrections are added to the 
injection conditions. they may he removed b)' hitting Reset, then Start. 111e program will return 
to the previous initial conditions and the operator ('an solve for a lower order matrix al the L",' 1 'f 
2 slop. 
E. Single Trajectories 
It is possible to run the trucking program to obtain "singl(·" trajectories. The varin-
tional equations are not integrated and computations pertinent ani)' to trucking are ignored. The 
input consists of groups 1 and 3 followed by canis which specify the amount of printing to b(' 
done. Thes(' cards have the form 
TRA 3.4 
This ins~ru('ts the program to begin printin~ at t 1 with a print interval oi [:, t 1 seconds. At t 2' 
switch to 6 t 2 seconds for the print interval, etc. As many as 18 time triplets may be entered. 
The tripl('t t[,o. 0 instructs the progrwn to select the card reader for another case at time tf . 
The t's are G'\1T and have the same format as to in WOllp 1. whereas the 6.t',:; lire entered as 
floating point numbers. As many cases as desired may be stacked together. separated by 
Poge 'YJ 
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TR I :l . .t cards. Only those pnrnmeters whieh {'hange need be input on !>ucceeding eases. After 
the pr()~ram 1.11'(' if; loaded. ('nter bits S. 1. 2 in the \I~) at the stop in location STAHl' - 3. Put 
the input deck in tht' curd reader and hit Starl. Output will be off-line on tape 3. 
F. The Program Tape 
Clear and load the binary deck. After the final card is read, the program will be written 
on tape \. The operator may. al this time. write the group 3 data on the prowam tap~. At the 
progrmll halt in STAHT - 3. put the group ~ data in the curd rt'ader. followed by the card TIU 
[}UI!P. and hi t Start. The p;t'oup 3 data wi II be "Tilten on the program tnpe. Th is mar be don c 
with uny of the datu but that of ~roup 2. However. p;roups 1 nnd 4 (Ire usuaH), entered each time 
on cards as they are likely to change. 
G. Atmo spheri c Refraction 
In tht> present program a correction is added to the elevation angle to account for re-
fraction eHects. A two-parameter table look-lip is mnde to determine this correction. As the 
current table in the pro~am is for a trans~itter frequency of 960 me,' the user may want to 
remove the atmospheric refractions correction. l1ds may be done by pultin~ the instruction 
Tf<A STI? in location S:W + 7. 
H. Rejection Logic 
" . k TIl{' prop;ram kt·eps Il table of ikj binary bits corresponding to each observation F! '. If 
I 
an obst'rI'cd v,llu(' is rcj('('Ie'd. the ikj th bit ·is set to I to indicate a bad data point. On subsequent 
iterations, instcud of re-examining the data, this tablE' is scannE'd·to detennine whether or not to 
1\ k . • 
use the f/ in the lenst-squares fit. ~:a('h time the senAe switch option to reject bad points is 
ust-d. tht" tablt" is cleared and all datil art" re-examined for 3 a- ik rejection (sec Fig. 5). 
I. Storage Allocation 
'ne current JPL program hilS been written for a 704 computer with an 8K core, an 8K 
drum. and 5 tape units. \1emory is distributed as follows: The program. tracking data. and Sun-
\100n ephemerideR are kept on separate tllpes, leaving two units for off-line output. The ik 
nonnal matrixes and the ikj rejection. bits are stored on the magnetic drums. All other data are 
kept in core memory. Although coded for M trackin g sttltions. the current 8K core restri cts tile 
program to a maximum of five stations. A maximum on the order of 50 stations is anticipated for 
a ~2K ('ore with no magnetic drums. 
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GET iiilt AND CONVERT PSEUDO FLOATING POINT NUMBER 
, 
GET REJECTION BIT ilt, 
, 
IS THE DATA BEING RE-EXAMINED? 
NO YES 
, 
I S REJECTION BIT f Itj = 07 
YES NO 
, 
SET Wj lit. I -r- SET Wi lit = 0 
YES 
PRINT REJECTED 
DATA POINT 
SET W'lt = 0 
J 
SET BIT I It i = I 
, 
STORE REJECTION BIT fit; 
Fig. 5. The 3 (Jilt Hejection Test 
NO 
SET wilt = I 
J 
SET BIT i k j: 0 
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Unit 
tape 1 
tape 2 
tape 3 
tape 4 
tape 5 
drum 1 
drum 4 
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XI. NUMERICAL METHODS 
A fourth-order Hunge-Kutta method is used to integratt.' the equations of motion. T
his 
method was chosen primarily for the convenience of usin~ a variable integration step which.as 
the tracking data may come in at any inter\'al. is ali important feature. 
The matrix equations whil'h appear in the least-squares method arc often ill-cond
itioned. 
a situation \\~lieh can cause serious loss of si~ni£icant di~ts in the process of solving the 
equations. The pr\)~ram rcduces this source of error as much as possible'by usin~ a (;auss-
Jordan redul'lion method ~ich interchanges rows and columns in order to oLtain thc.laq-lest 
p ivotni e lemen! \\tli Ie <levc lop ing thc inverse matrix. 
The l'urrent prO~'1'am URes a tape which contains thc Cartesian coordinates of the Moon 
and Sun at 1/2-day intervals for the years 1959 through 1962. A fourth-order interpolating p
nly-
nomial is used to find positions at ,my G\1T. Efforts arc currentlv under wuy to include an 
I~ph~>nlt:ris of all the plancts for thr ycars 1960 through 1970. 
As set up for truckinf.( satellites and lunar probes,the progrum IHH.'S thc following criteria 
for choosing integration step size: 
R - min tR,F<,) 
o < R < 16000 kill 
16000 <" R < 86400 
86400 < R 
:~o sec 
360 
lBOO 
Th ese values have been determined cmpiri cally in order to I'n sure (l small tmn ca
tion error wit i Ie. 
at thf' same time. giving relatively small computing times. :\ 35-hr trajectory to the \1oon requires 
about 3 min computing time with u truncation error of less tfllm 5 km at the Moon. 
The computing time is Aeverely increased whf'n the program is in the tracking mo
de. The 
:36 variational equations must now be integrated and matrix computations must be made at each 
observution time. Further, the program is usually restricted from takinp; nn optimu
m step size by 
the group 2 data rate. In the tracking mode, the computing timt· is on the order of
 2 Ace per 
obscr\'ution time. 
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APPENDIX A 
Analytical Formulas for Partials 
(A·l) 
where 
'OXo 
-No sin eto cos 80 (:\-2) 
()¢o 
oXo 
(A-3) 
-Ro cos {.po sin 80 
aoo 
oXo 
(A-4) .. 0 
'~ .. " 
(l1'O 
?lXo 
(A-5) - 0 
";.\ 
- 'lo 
dXO (A-6) 0 
oerO 
'Or 0 (A-7) -- cos <Po sin 00 
~ . 
'(IRo 
!. 
'" 
Ii Yo 
(A-B) ., 
-RO sin <1)(; sin 80 
(3 c1 0 
rn 
() Yo 
~)~:~ Ro cos <to cos 00 (.'\-9) 
" 
0" , 0 
'j 
I 
") I'o ;,j (A-lO) 0 
f"' \'0 
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(A-11) 
(A-12) 
(A-13) 
(A-14) 
(A-l5) 
(A·16) 
( A-l7) 
(A-I8) 
(A-19) 
-1'0 cos 'Yo cos <to cos 0"0 cos 00 - t·o sin "0 sin <to cos e u + v.:R O sin cPO sin eO 
(A-20) 
-"0 cos 'Yo sin eTO cos 0 0 I t·o cos "0 sin .fO cos ("0 sin flO 
. (1\-21) 
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,.. t·
o 
. 
-'Z c '0 
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(..\-22) 
t'o sin ')0 sin "0 sin flO 4 t'o sin '>() sin 10 cos "0 cos 8 0 ~ t·o cos I() cos (to cos flo 
(A-24) 
(A- 25) 
(A· 26) 
(A·27) 
(A-28) 
-- t·O sin 'YO sin 0 0 cos flO ~ t'o sin 'YO sin <to cos (JO sin flO ' ''"0 cos YO cos d:O sin flO 
(;\- 29) 
t·o cos ~vO cos 00 cos 80 4 too ('os 'YO sin ·f O· sin 0'0 sin flO ( A·:10) 
o (;\-31) 
- t·O sin \1 cos t (l - 1'0 ('os '}() sin:; 0 ('os -70 
I 
,],. 
""] 
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. 
'-'2 0 
0 
(100 
aio 
o t'o 
sin "0 sin eto + cos 'YO cos ¢'O cos aO 
(~io 
t·O cos "0 sin <PO - Vo sin YO COB ¢o cos ao 
Cl'Y 
'0 
()i o 
Clao 
- t'o cos YO cos cPO sin 0"0 
or j X - Rj cos ¢j cos OJ 
---~ ._--,,------
oX r j 
where 
;)r i Y - R i cos ¢i sin 0 i 
-._" - -- - ---"-,,,-------
::<r r i 
(1r. 
I 2 - Rj sin ¢. I 
--------.-
j7. rj 
;j r, 
I 
0 
~~y 
~ri 
0 
'(J }' 
..., 
" r 
. i 
0 
'ell 
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(A-33) 
(A-34) 
(:\-35) 
( A-36) 
(A-37) 
(A-38) 
(:\-39) 
(A-40) 
(A-41) 
(A-42) 
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drj 1 cf + 6.)R· cos ¢. sin e.) - 1 ( _0,') (A-43) 1 1 1 
oX 
'j , j oX . 
11 ~~{; "'>fA" 
orj 
('1' -wR· cos ¢. cos 9.)- 1 ( o,,) ~ ,.- (A-44) '<J.r;~ 1 I I 1 til;. 'Oy ay l;,;. 'j 'j 
orj 1(- ~) - Z -r j (A-45) 
oZ 
'j 'dZ 
orj 0,. 1 (A-46) 
ax oX 
' .. ··1 orj ch j (A·47) 
~ " 01' ()y 
~ orj (), j 
. " 
: (A-48) ~" / 
~. '?z oZ 
r'T 
I 
"A 
a l'j 
__ 1 __ (,.s 1>. , •• 0. - .in y. :~) (A-49) oX I 1 1 'j cos I'j 
oYj 1 (,.s 1, .in 6, - sin 'Yo :~~ ) (A-SO) oY 'j cos I'j 
d').'. 1 ~) 'I (.in 1>. - ~i" y. (A-5l) __ H_~_ 1 I 
ol 'j cos I'j ol 
o '}j 
(A-52) == 0 
ai 
,,·'1 cy I 
" . 0 (A-53) 
d}' 
i 
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• Y j 
0 (A-54) 
:1 
i1 ')'0' 1 ,$.>:";' I ---- (sin OJ sin ¢j cos flj - cos OJ sin flj) (A-55) 
'dX rj cos '}'j 
~ f 1il $,/' o :7j 
(sin OJ sin ¢j sin flj + cos O'j cos flj) (A-56) --_ .. 
A}' r i cos '}'j 
00'. 1 I (A-57) .---- (- sin 0. cos </.) 
. I I 
ol rj cos 'Yj " 
:)0' 
I (A-58) .. 0 ?t 
t'''' 
dO. 
I (A-59) 0 
"... >, ~ ?}'. 
\ ,I" 
(1 ~i. 
': "] I (A-60) 0 
,: .' ?li 
r'''J ," , ~8. [~ a,] ",,~ I ~;. (A-6I) ---.-1X rj cOs OJ 
ao. [ ~:' _0" ] I (A-62) --'--, -"'.")." cY rj cos OJ '2l 
I "',;:-. ,- oS: [1 -C~)' ] '()i 1 (A-63) ----_._ .. Ifj 'O/. ~. ~"l -/"i r i cos >~'~' I 
I c~ l 
. I I (A-M) :..., ) 0 
" , . 
\ c-,\' ) 
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08 , 
(A-65) 0 
') }'. 
IJ atJ. "v,/ I 0 (A-66) 
~) 1. 
~ ,~ ~v ",/' ", C'J , 
[sin (8 j - ail] (A-67) + ----- .--'. 
'?X r. cos & I , 
?: (1. • 1 I [cos (Aj - a j)) (A-68) - "'-~-~.--¥-
0}' r. ros ~. I I 
710. 
I ( A-69) .. 0 
r] (ll, ~" ' 
t.,,,,,,,,,, (J(t . , 
(A· 70) . 0 ,"'~ -" 
().\' ~ 
. . 
t~",>,~ , 
(}(t . 
I (A-71) 0 
()f 
" 
(.(l.. 
I (A·72) 0 
. 
. 
'I, 
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APPENDIX B 
Basis for Corrections for Refraction 
Consider an electromagnetic signal of given frequency sent from II probe to a receiving 
station fixt'd on the surface of the Earth. Assume an index of refraction 
n ':' n(h) (B-l) 
where h "" N - Rj • Suppose that the position of the probe (in the a7.imuth plane) at time t, relative 
to the observation station. is given by R (t). 'i (l), where R (t) is the distance to the probe from 
the center of the Earth and ''Ii (t) is the elevation angle relative to the station (se,e Fig. B-I). 
Becnusf> of an index of refraction which varies with increasing h, the path taken by the 
signal will not, in general, be a straight line but rather somr curve such as C. The path C cnn be 
detennint·d by using Fermat's principle nnd applying the calculus of variations. 
:-uppost' one considers a variety oC paths between the probe and the observation station. 
Fermat's principle stllte!' that the path taken will be that path C for which 
t>1 dl 
C 
o (B-2) 
\fultiplying bv the velocitv of light in vacuum. c, replacing dt by ds,'c I where c I is the velocity 
of light in the medium, und using the definition 
the relution (B-2) is replaced by 
, ' 
Psing the metric 
n 
, I 
c'c 
of ntis 
C 
o 
2 ( '1" " dl! • R. • h)-(dT )-
I 
'" wherC' 7' is the rentral an~le (see Fig B-2), (n-5) beC'omes 
( B-3) 
(B-4) 
(H-S) 
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Sf n 
(; 
2 ( d~'" ) 1 • (R. + h) 2 --~- dh •. 0 , dh ( [3-6) 
Applying the calculus of variations to (B-6). the result is 
( 
d?-* ) 
n(R, -I h}2 ".,-
dh d 
o ([3-7) 
dlt 
Substituting 
'" d7 [ ",] 'Y (h) '" arc cot (R j ... h) - dh (B-8) 
the result is 
(B-9) 
or 
n (h) • (R i + h) • cos y'" (h) n (0) • R i . cos 'Y '" (O) (B-lO) 
'" '" If the variable ~ = Rj 7' is introduced. Eq. (B-9) is replaced by 
'" cot 'Y (h) (H-I I) 
dh Rj + h 
where 
'" cos), (h) n(O) '" cos,' (0) 
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If there were no atmosphere, n(h) would always equal 1. and in this case. omitting thE' Ilsterisk, 
df, 
cot 'r (h) (B-12) 
dh 
where 
R. 
cos 'y(h) I cos 'y (0) 
Since at time t, 
} ( 0-13) '" * 'j (0) n y (t) , 
the determinatinn of the npparent elevntion angle )'t(t) from given R(t) and 'Yj(t) consists of 
'" finding the initial condition 'Y (0) which is needed in order that the integration of (B-1 I) gives a 
value of 
equal to the value obtained by integration of (B-12), 
_J'R(t)-R j 
C;p -
o 
wherein the initial condition 'Y(O) '" 'Yj(t) is used. 
'" cot 'Y (h) dh (8-14) 
cot 'Y (II) dh ( 0-15) 
* In terms of the variables'; and';, it is evident from Figs. A-I and A-2 that the above 
determination is equivlllcnt to requiring 
(8-16) 
a condition which must hold if C intersects the straight line path to the probe at the probe. 
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The numerical accompliRhment of the determination can be done in the following manner: 
A sequence of angle!; 
(H-17) 
is built up by using' 
l' .( °(0) 
"- 'Yi (t). in degrees } (1.5 + l'i (t) ). in degrees (B·18) 'Y *( 2)(0) 88.5 
90 
",' 
Integrals of trpe (8-14) are obtained with each of these initial conditions. giving. respectively • 
.; *<0 
I' 
(B-19) 
Hnd 
I" 
f *(2) 
"p 
(B .. 20) 
Using the integral (R-15), the eli {{eren ces 
II ~ _ .;*(J) sp p < 0 (B .. 2l) 
and 
t.p c .. ( 2) :> 0 (0 .. 22) 
- ':>1' 
~", : are fonned. 
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Iff _.::*(1) 
'p 'p 
(B-23) 
Evalulltt' the integral of typt' (8-14) with initial condition 'y*(k)(O). to obtain ~ *('Id. 1£ 
I f _f*(k)1 > t' 
-'p ;>p (B-24) 
where E is sOlTle preassigned small non-negative number (in practice E is usually not chosen 
equal to zero). then. on the ri~ht side of (B-23). substitute tht' difference ( - ~ "(k) for lhe p p 
previous differt'nce having the same sign nnd substitute -y *(k'(O) for the corresponding angle. On 
the left sicte of (B-2:3), increase Ie by onc. and repeat t\tt· process until a value of ':p*(k) is 
obtained such that 
I c _;!' *(k) II < E 
'p '->p -
The C'Mresponcling value of ,/(k)(O) is then used as }/(t). 
It is ('\'it\('nt that the vaiue of n(h) IllU:'i1 bt" provided. For the current pro~ram. the 
assumption hos been macte that Tl (h) is of the form 
wht"re. if h is measured in' statute miles. 
A '" 0,22 
and (;i r('prt'sents the surface refractivity for the ith ohservation station. 
(R-2S) 
(B-26) 
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Fi~. B-t Path of Electromllgneti c Signal 
:\ 
. , 
h':.0";') , ~j 
.-
, "} 
~ ". " 
Fi~. B-2. Apparent Elevation Angle 
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APPENDIX C 
Output Format 
The output is composed of three groups. the format of which are given in this Appendix. 
Group 1 is the normal trajectory output. Group 2 is the output ohtained from the least-squar('s fit. 
and group 3 is the off-line output obtained from the sense-switch 3 option. 
In group 1. the last line of output is obtained only if the option to compute the "standard 
deviations of the predictions" is used (see quantity 27). In woup 2. '1- 1 is printed as 1\ 6 x 6 
matrix if the rightmost 6 bits of the matrix control word are zero. Otherwise. A -} is printed as a 
12 )< 12 matrix with each two lines of printin~ representing onf~ row of the matrix. 
GROUP 1 
GMT GMT.to Year 
R t· 1; tl } cr 
......... 
}.(' (l ~ c,R GilA c- n (t) A r 
· · X X X x x C 1 
· · }' }' } 
'Y )' (;2 
· · 1. 1 1. :. (;3 
Name of Nth Body 
· 
.... .... 
X Xn Rn T ~ c, /! ~Rpn·Rns n II pn 
· 
.... .... 
}' }' <til r ~«(' . r - I' n) V Ti n n n 
· I V - V ~RF ,R~. In 1. " 0 n n n n ,p 
Name of ith Station 
a. bi 0. '\' . fi I I 'I 
· 
. 
'·i . <l. b. (J. r· I I I I 
..1 ... ~--' .... ~ c, f\. <Ii fl r i If' f\ 'I" R i.~ 
Name of ith Station 
°1 °2 °3 °4 Do ,) °6 
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Normalization with Sigma 
Name of ith Station 
R 
F 
Et 
A7. 
Pfe 
11:1 
Noi se Moment Matrix 
Corrections to Initial Conditions 
111 
117 
/)1 
[)7 
GMT 
II" 
lin 
IJ~ 
[)s 
" 'k FI 
GROUP 2 
Sigma 1 Sigma 2 
(T , 1 .. 'I a I. 
(J i2 .'., (T l_ 
IT i3 a "13 
C' 14 o ·i4 
0' i5 .. o I;) 
'T 16 
,-
Cl ·if; 
u2 It :1 
1If) 
"In 
[)2 [)3 
[)9 /J 10 
GROUP 3 
"'k ""'k pi _ pi "v 'k F' 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
Bias N 
t." Nil , 
6(, Ni2 
6"", 
, I Ni3 
60', Si4 
I 
t. () Si5 
I 
6(1, Ni6 I 
It,,) ur; 
1111 1112 
f). 
:-. £)6 
Dll [) 12 
For each GMT and each i. these three lines wi 11 be repeated 1\ times. where 1\ is the 
number of data types from the ith station, Samples of the output are presented in Fig, Col. 
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Fig. Col. Samples of Fonnut. Group 1 
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~ 03 "IAR O~ 17 11 1 1 10000 5 11435000 3 15050000 5 112&4~00 -3 74873738 3-32386463 :3 801750d3 1 12017831 2 29025449 3-10357997 
~ 03 MAR OS 17 11 ~;:: 1 1 10000 2 19,00000 1 12094 1.00 2 1b290;60 -.. 44734961 1-25922729 -81205436 -2 157'34382 63152147 42405450 
F~l U3 MAR 05 17 11 1 1 10000 2 17508000 -04399700 2 18351997 -5-d1731311 L: 1-15683623 1 520'12538 -2 48278849 -44148571 21275023 
03 MAR 05 17 21 
1 1 10000 5 113 S5 OOl) 3 15025000 5 11204750 -3 40256253 
3-36546930 3 72706720 1 12620384 2 19458219 2-86128892 
-. 03 MAR 05 17 21 
1 1 100UO 2 202;200,-, 04741007 2 194045d2 -4 43198870 
1-25565827 1-1029blOi -2 1,.9!:l2958 8860d335 45780827 
'-1 03 MAR 05 17 21 , " \ 1 1 10000 2 22 324QO{) -d::>9b20t}4 2 ~31d3021 -::>-d47775tl3 
/'", 1-20039277 1 49194936 -2 49':116649 -47395046 31075049 
03 MAR 05 17 31 ) 1 1 10000 5 112li2000 3 1485000() 5 1113';500 -3 11683992 , 
3-39027717 3 65036476 1 1297449/, 2 1076959<) 2-70157784 
('; '~ 03 MAR 05 17 31 
I 1 1 10000 2 20816000 S1687u9H 2 2029'H29 -4 41615510 i 
j 1-24781614 1-12205844 -2 14011162 9344tl831 48221737 
,,, ] 03 /.1AR 05 17 31 1 1 10000 2 2690800u -t:l230tl936 2 27731089 -5-86320892 1-23647999 1 4~flH268() -2 :>0647464 -49873461 40777286 
03 MAR 05 17 41 
1 1 10000 5 11217000 3 14::>/':>000 5 11071250 -3-10820597 
~ 3-40096569 3 57:;91097 1 .13135474 1 31410656 2-56113612 
"] 03 MAR 05 17 41 , ~, 1 1 10000 2 21204000 21020<,)69 2 20993730 -4 40030438 L~" 1-23693790 1-13!:l01022 -2 12944<.)34 97697!:!03 49789397 
,.-."' 
03 MAR 05 17 41 
I 1 1 10000 2 31196000 -77 243tlO':> 2 31'160430 -5-86572025 1-26501107 1 42358952 -2 50603247 -51623899 50020243 
f! ~;;~! Fig. Col (Cont'd)' Group 3 
\ , 
'J 
, 
) 
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